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Abstract. The propagation of diverging cylindrical shock in a seif-gravitating 
gas having an initial density distribution p, = pr-w, where p and w are constants, 
has been studied for the two cases : (i) when the shock is strong and (ii) when 
it is weak. Analytical relations for shock velocity and shock strength have 
been obtained. It  is shown that for strong shock, the shock velocity must 
decrease continuously with shock propagation; for weak shock, it initially 
decreases and attains a minimum value for certain propagation distance rumin 
and beyond this distance starts increasing. 

Finally, the expressions for the presure, the density and the particle velocity 
immediately behind the shock have been obtained for both the cases, 

1. Introduction 

The non-linearity of shock phenomenon is retained upto several hundred meters 
and the similarity method is inadequate in a region where Mach number M is taken 
as 

where B is a parameter which is negligible in comparison to unity. Recently, 
Chisnell-Chester-Whitham1-3 method has been used to investigate the propagation 
of weak shocks4. 

In the present paper CCW method is applied to study the propagation of 
diverging cylindrical shock in a self-gravitating gas having an initial density distri- 
bution p, = B r - w ,  simultaneously for the two cases : (i) when the shock is strong and 
(ii) when it is weak. Analytical relations for shock velocity and shock strength have 
been obtained. The expressions for the pressure, the density and the particle velocity 
immediately behind the shock have also been derived. 

The results accomplished, have been compared through Figures and Tables. 
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2. Basic Equations, Boundary Conditions and Analytical Expressions for Shock 
Velocity 

The equations governing the cylindrically symmetrical flow of the gas under 
the influence of its own gravitation are 

where m ( r ,  t), u (r, t ) ,  p (r,  t )  and p (r,  t )  denote respectively the mass inside a 
cylinder of radius r and unit length, the velocity, the pressure and the density at a 
distance r at time t and a2 = yp/P. 

Let po and Po denote the undisturbed values of pressure and density in front of 
the shock wave, and ul, pl and Pi be the values of the respective quantities at any 
point immediately, after the passage of the shock, then the well known Rankine- 
Hugoniot conditions permit us to express u,, p ,  and p1 in terms of the undisturbed - 
values of these quantities by means of the following equations: 

where U is the shock velocity and a. is sound velocity in undisturbed medium. 
Case 1. For strong shock, U a,, then boundary conditions (3)  reduce to 

Case 2. For weak shock, using relation (1)  boundary conditions (3 )  become 
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For diverging shock the characteristic form of system of equations (1) that is, 
the form in which equation contains derivatives in only one direction in (r, t )  plane, is 

(Pa%) dr PaGm d r - O  - +  d p + P a d u +  ( u + a )  , -- 
(u 3- 0 )  r2 

The final step is to substitute the shock conditions (4) or (5) into this relation. A 
first order differential equation in U2 or (r) is obtained which determines the 
shock. For strong shock substituting (4) into Eqn. (6) ,  we get 

where 

B = [(Y + 112 d2:l (Y - l)] [(y - 1) :2 + d 2 ~  (:I - 1)) (~Y, '(Y - 1) 

On integration Eqn. (7) yields, 

U2 = r-A { K  - BG J'm rA-2 dr), (8) - 
where K is a constant of integration. 
Now, assuming the initial density distribution law as Po = j3r-w, 
the mass inside a cylinder of radius r and unit length, is written as 

Substituting the vahe of m in Eqn. (8) and integrating, we get 

where C = 
2na GB 

(2 - W) (A + 1 - W) 

The condition of hydrostatic equilibrium prevailing in front of shock is written as, 

Now for weak shock, using conditions (5) and substituting into (6) and remember- 
ing (1 I )  also, we get 
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which immediately integrates to 

where Kl is a constant of integration. 

From Eqn. (1 l), the pressure p, and sound velocity a, can be written as 

and 

1 -w 
2 4  G'f - 

= [ ( 2 w  - 1 )  ( 2  - I") 
rl  - W I 2  = 1'" Kar 

where 

Positivity and finiteness of the equilibrium pressure as defined by the above equation, 
requires that constant w  should obey the inequality, 

Q < w < 2  (15) 

Substituting the values from Eqn. (1 3) in Eqn. ( 1  2), we get 

q w - l )  
r = K4 r4 where K4 = Kl K,-"~ K,-"~ 

This value of s together with Eqn. (5) gives for weak shock 

Now the expressions for shock strength can be easily written as 

and 

respectively for strong and weak shock. 

The pressure, the density and the particle velocity immediately 
for the two cases are given as, 
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and 

. "' 
3. Discussions 

The Eqn. (10) for shock velocity representing the propagation of strong di- 
verging cylindrical shock through self-gravitating gas indicates that as the shock - 

advances, the shock velocity must decrease. General consequences of Eqn. (17) are 
that (i) the shock will be relatively strengthened or weakened as w is greater or less 
than I + A, and (ii) the case w = I + A corresponds to the shock moving with con- 
stant strength, i. e, to a shock whose radius increases uniformly for all times. Any 
such case is, however, astrophysically important because of the fact that the radial 
velocity observations of most novae in the course of their outbursts indicate veloci- 
ties of expansion which-different as they may be from star to star remains more or 
less constant within periods of the order of several days. An increase in w from 
112 to I + A reduces the shock velocity whereas for further increase in w from 
1 + A to 2, the shock velocity increases (Ref. Table I). 

Variation of shock velocity and shock strength* with propagation distance for 
"', 9 :  U w= 1.05, 1 . I  8, 1.2 and 1.95 have been shown in F j s  l+.: taw - - 20 at r =  1.0. 

" ;$ -95 1 2 40 

Strengthening for w = 1.05 and 1 18 and weakening '\fgr & "= 1.2 and 1.95 is 
evident. 

Equation (16) contains two terms involving the propagation distance r one with 
positive power and other with negative power of r for all values of w lying in the 
range 1 < w .= 2 except w = I .  Whereas for low values of r the one with negative 
power happens to be dominant term, for large values of r, it is the other term 
which primarily determines the shock velocity. Consequently, the shock velocity 
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Figure 1. Variation of shock strength (-) and shock velocity (...) with 
distance for strong shocks. 

Table 2. Variation of r and shock velocity with w 
Urnin 

initially decreases as the shock progresses and attains a minimum value for a certain 
propagation distance r given by 

(Irnio 



3 
Table 3. Variation of shock velocity and shock strength with d~stance for weak shocks e 
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Figure 2. Variation of shock strength (-) and shock velocity (...) with 
distance for weak shocks. 

which depends on initial strength of the shock. Beyond this distance shock velocity 
starts increasing. Similar variations in shock velocity for spherical shock through 

U self-gravitating gas has been reported by Kumar and Saxena6. Taking - = 1.25 
a0 

at r = 100, r ,  . together with minimum value of the shock velocity for different 
min 

values of w are given in Table 2. An increase in w reduces the shock velocity (Ref. 
Table 3). Fig. 2 shows the variation of shock velocity with propagation distance for 
w = 0.75, 1.15, 1.6 and 1.95. Case w = 0.75 weakens the shock whereas for the 
other values the shock is strengthened. 
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